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88. A Remark, concerning Probabilities on Inheritance
in Consanguineous Families

By Yfsaku KOMATU and Hun NSHMA
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Institute of Technology

(Comm. by T. axr, M.b.a., June 13, 1955)

In a series of paperst we have systematically derived formulas
for probabilities of various combinations of consanguineous genotypes.

Having commenced with simple lineal combination, we first have
shown that the reduced probability of mo,her-nth descendant combi-
nation is given by2

x,,(aZ; Sv)=A,+ 2-"+lQ(aZ;
and then that the reduced probability of parents-nth descendant
combination is given by

e(aB, 7; Sv)=A+ 2-+E(aB, 7;
The values of the quantities Q and E are also fully set out there.

Comparison of these listed tables shows now that there holds a
very remarkable relation

It is to be regretted that we have overlooked this important fact.
If it had been perceived at that time, several relations concerning
E would have been much simply established.

Especially, the notation C(aB, 78; Sv) introduced for expressing
he probability of ancestor-parent-descendant combination would then
become superfluous, since it is dependent. In fact, we have

C(aB, 7; $)=2 Co(aZ, ; ab)x(ab;
ab

2 Co(aZ, 7; ab)Q(ab;

=4 Q(aB; cd)e(cd, 75; ab)Q(ab;
vd;

=2 Q(aB; cd)E(cd, 7;

2 V(aB; cd) {Q(cd; $) + Q(78;

Thus, for the probability of ancestors-descendant combination
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2) Cf. I, p. 43.
3) Cf. I, p. 44.
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,,(aB, /$; $), the distinction in the formulas according to t=--0,
/:>0= (or/=-0<:), and , :>0 is really unnecessary provided n:>l.
Three formulas) may be unified, in general, into a single formula

valid for any , :> 0 provided n> 1.
Based on the identity just mentioned, several relations would

then be accordingly more readily deducible.

5) Cf. I, p. 44; IV, p. 149; IV, p. 150.


